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it has been a tumultuous few months for the land grab in east africa. even before the coronavirus
took hold and brought down the price of land and the cost of finance, few countries took it seriously
and the dust had not even settled when kenya, with the support of china announced that it would
establish a 600,000 hectare zone in the arsi region. at the time of writing, the chinese government
has stalled negotiations on the arsi claim because of a growing trade dispute between china and
kenya. however, it is still critical to step back and re-evaluate the long term implications of their
claims. the arsi claim is going to take years to resolve, and given china’s cultural and financial
interest in the region, it may be possible to push it through the courts. at this stage, there is no

money in it for either side, however, the seeds of trade dispute and disputes over ip ownership are
sown. china is a rapidly developing nation, and the pace of its development has helped to establish

strong commercial and economic links with various countries in the region. in particular, the one
belt, one road initiative is likely to be a strong driver of trade and investment, particularly in the

mineral sector, throughout the region. chinese businesses are already working in the east african
countries, whether it be through direct investment, joint ventures, or sponsoring local chinese

investments. china has already established an intricate web of trade and investment throughout the
region, and it is inevitable that this will continue to influence the way intellectual property law

develops.
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